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The people of Kosovo were and still are cheering for joy. The European Commission (EC)
recently decided that Kosovars won’t need visas any more to visit EU countries. Up to now,
getting such visas was a horrendously complicated and bureaucratic procedure, especially
hurtful, since Kosovo, with a population of about 1.8 million Kosovars living in Kosovo, has a
diaspora estimated at 800,000 to a million, most of them in western Europe. For Kosovars,
with close-knit families, 90+ percent Albanian Muslims, being able to visit their relatives and
friends is a priority. So, this sudden EU opening up, was a great “gift” and a tremendous
relief.  – But, at what price? What happened? Why did it  happen this turnabout by the
treacherous EU?

Let’s go back to a bit of history.

Kosovo, a strategic pivot in the center of the Balkans; a landlocked country surrounded by
Montenegro, Albania, Serbia and Macedonia. Kosovo, carved out from Serbia during or after
the Clinton Administration invoked war – the infamous 69 days of NATO bombing of Kosovo,
following  a  ten-year  period  of  systematic  US-NATO-  European  vassals’  destruction  of
Yugoslavia, arguably the most prosperous country in Europe at the time.

You may want to recall, the dismemberment of Yugoslavia, started with the “Ten Days War”
on  Slovenia  in  1991,  followed  by  the  Croatian  War  (1991-95);  then  the  Bosnia  War
(1992-95); and the Kosovo War (1998-99), culminating with the Clinton induced 69-day
NATO bombing of Kosovo, under the leadership of Wesley Clark, head of NATO in Europe.
The latter  under  the pretext  of  freeing the Kosovo Albanians from Serbian Milosevic’s
atrocities.

Of course, how Milosevic was used by the West as a pretext to literally slaughter Yugoslavia,
so far hardly anybody has dared to analyze and write about. He was on trial by the UN
International Court of Justice (ICJ) in The Hague. He was actually awaiting a court decision on
his request to subpoena former President Clinton, as a witness, when he was suddenly found
dead  in  his  cell  on  11  March  2006.  The  Dutch  court  coroner  immediately  certified  that
Milosevic died a natural death. Strangely, his death came less than a week after the star
witness in his trial, former Croatian Serb leader, Milan Babic, was found dead in the same
prison.  Babic’s  testimony  in  2002  described  a  behind  the  scene  political  and  military
command structure  headed by Milosevic.  Babic  served a  13-year  prison sentence.  His
sudden death was said to be a suicide.
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Too many Serbs die suddenly in The Hague to be called ‘coincidences’. In October 2015,
Dusan Dunjic, a forensic pathologist, was found dead in his hotel room, just hours before he
was due to testify as a key defense witness in the trial of the Bosnian Serb and genocidal
general Ratko Mladic, who was on trial for war crimes and crimes against humanity during
the 1992-95 Bosnian war. Dutch police said, “we have no reason to suspect that a crime had
been committed”. They gave no further detail. Case closed.

This is just to make the point that the murderous and atrocious Balkan wars were western
instigated from the very preparation – including through decades long Fifth Column type –
infiltration in Yugoslavia’s institutions.

Today, Kosovo lacks recognition from sufficient countries to be considered a “real country”.
Kosovo is not member of the UN, because she has only been recognized by 114 of the
current 193 UN members. It needs two thirds of UN members recognition to apply for UN
membership. Kosovo is, of course, not a member of the EU either, only 23 of the 28 EU
countries recognize her as a country. The reasons for it are multiple and complex. But
Kosovo, with a surface of 10,900 km2, and less than 2 million inhabitants, prides herself
with having already two military bases, one US – a huge one, and a “subordinate” NATO
base – what else.

Like all the Balkans, Kosovo wants to get into the EU as fast as possible. But, they are far
from even getting onto the “accession” path –  which is  like the runway to fly into the EU.
When  you  get  to  accession  status,  you  have  pretty  much  fulfilled  all  or  most  of  the  EU
conditions and are now accepted to negotiate. And ‘accession’ is a privilege that, aside from
some rather ridiculous EU conditions,  depends pretty much on Washington’s use for  a
country, once it has become part of the overall EU vassalage. Kosovo is no priority. The US
military is already there and NATO has a base – so what more is needed for right now? The
EU today in many countries is considered identical with NATO.

Kosovo is hungry though, to get into the EU, so hungry, it can be easily blackmailed – and
bribed – into accepting almost anything, in order to gain kudos with Brussels. The best
blackmail object is visas, or the waiver of visas, particularly to western Europe, where most
of the Kosovar diaspora lives – an estimated 800,000 to one million people.

Montenegro,  an  EU candidate  on fast  track,  NATO member  since 2017,  is  building or
expanding a NATO base right at the border to Kosovo. In fact, it requires Kosovo to give up
some 8,200 ha of her land to Montenegro, the new ‘demarcation line’ (see map – red areas
are  Kosovo  concessions  to  Montenegro).  According  to  “Prishtina  Insight”,  the  Kosovo
Parliament  ratified  a  few  weeks  ago  the  “land  concession”,  also  called  the  “Demarcation
Deal with Montenegro” with 80 votes against 11 opposition. And this amidst several teargas
canister explosion episodes initiated by the opposition in Parliament.

This was the deal: Kosovo give up a stretch of 8,200 ha of your land to Montenegro and you
will get visa-free entry to all of Europe. Blackmail only the west in its greed and hegemonic
drive is capable of exercising over countries. Identifying their weak spots – in the case of
Kosovo, the desire to get easy access to their relatives and friends living in Europe, and then
hitting them with an “offer” they can’t refuse.

In fact, going by the strict rules of the EU, which can only slightly be bent to accelerate
access, lest more ‘honest’ EU members might protest, none of the Balkan countries are
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complying with the EU access regulation – most of them are far from doing so, for multiple
reasons,  i.e.  drug  dealing,  high  crimes  in  human  and  organ  trafficking,  as  well  as  more
down-to-earth  environmental  conditions.

However, the EU and Washington are pushing for the pretty arbitrary target of 2025, simply
because they are afraid that the Balkans may drift eastwards into the realm of Russia and
on a larger scale,  China. –  Most educated Kosovars are much more “awake” than the
average European. While intellectually they may know that east is where the future lays,
their trauma of being persecuted and killed by the Serbs is still strong and they are leaning
towards the west. Ideally, though, what they want is full independence, being able to choose
their allies that best suit them, as every sovereign nation should be able to do. Not having
to confront the dilemma, ‘you are either our friend or our enemy’ – which is how the west
attempts to buy the Balkans’ politicians.

The western push to prepare and forge these former Yugoslav republics into EU-NATO
vassals is enormous. Every military base the Balkans allow to be built in return for being
integrated into Europe, is for the west a step closer to Moscow – an increased threat for the
Kremlin, so the western empire believes. If these new Balkan nations play their cards right,
they  may  have  it  both  ways  –  becoming  EU  members,  benefitting  from  EU  subsidies  and
trade  advantages,  while  leaning  eastwards  to  Russia  and  China,  and  eventually  the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) and the new Silk Road, China’s One Belt Initiative
(OBI), the multi-trillion-dollar equivalent economic development plan, on course to span the
world.

*

This article was originally published on New Eastern Outlook.
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